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Setup

Figure S 1. Schematic overview of the scanning stages at the PolLux endstation including
the SoXL rotation stage, positioned on top of the STXM translation stages. The arrows of
the coordinate system are pointing in positive direction.

Sample Preparation

All samples investigated in this work were prepared on X-ray semi-transparent Si3N4 mem-

branes, purchased from Silson Ltd. In case of the two microspheres and the butterfly wing

scale (BWS), the silicon frame size was 5 x 5 mm2 and the window area was 1 x 1 mm2

with a membrane thickness of 100 nm. In order to deposit the microspheres, a suspen-
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sion using water and a powder containing the spheres was prepared. After ultrasonication

for 5 minutes, a µl droplet of the suspension was drop-cast on the membrane resulting in

a distribution of isolated and agglomerated spheres (Figure S2 A). The BWS sample was

prepared by scratching several scales from one of the butterfly wings into water and then

drop-casting onto the membrane. Residues in water made the BWSs stick better to the

membrane (Figure S2 B and C). In the case of the permalloy disc a smaller window area

of 0.5 x 0.5 mm2 and a membrane thickness of 200 nm were chosen for higher stability and

strain relief during the fabrication process (Figure S2 D). A detailed description of the fab-

rication can be found in the work of S. Finizio et al., ”Thick permalloy films for the imaging

of spin texture dynamics in perpendicularly magnetized systems”, Phys. Rev. B 98, 104415,

2018 [https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevB.98.104415].

Figure S 2. Overview of prepared SoXL samples. (A) Visible light microscopy image of
microspheres deposited on a Si3N4 membrane (scale bar: 250 µm). (B) Light microscopy
image of BWSs deposited on a Si3N4 membrane (scale bar: 250 µm) and (C) magnified
image of the measured scale (highlighted in B with a black square). (D) Scanning electron
microscopy image of the permalloy disc.
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Figure S 3. Overview of SoXL sample holders. The conventional sample holder is made
of aluminum. Furthermore, tailored printed circuit boards (PCB) for applying electrical
excitations to a sample are available to investigate dynamic magnetic processes. The scale
bar is 10 mm.

Measurement Settings

Table 1: Overview of beamline settings, scanning and SoXL parameters.

Parameter Sphere 1 Sphere 2 BWS* Py disc**

Energy 711 eV 711 eV 711 eV 722.8 eV
Entrance slit 100 µm 200 µm 200 µm 80 µm

Exit slits 8 µm 8 µm 10 µm 8 µm
Calculated spot size 43 nm 43 nm 49 nm 43 nm

FOV 5 x 5 µm2 4 x 4 µm2 10 x 10 µm2 2 x 2 µm2

Spatial step size 25 nm 25 nm 50 nm 15 nm
Total # measured points 40k 25.6k 40k 17.7k

Dwell time 8 ms 5 ms 4 ms 10 ms
Total measurement time 7 h 11 h 13 h 23 h

SoXL angle θ 45◦ 60◦ 45◦ 45◦

Sample thickness d 2000 nm 2500 nm 5000 nm (6500 nm) 250 nm (150 nm)
Depth resolution ∆z*** 61 nm 50 nm 69 nm 61 nm

In-plane resolution ∆r*** 150 nm 150 nm 175 nm (225 nm) 10 nm (6 nm)
# Projections 40 90 90 79 (x3)

*The BWS was first estimated with a thickness of 5000 nm. The total number of projections

was then N = 90 to ensure a transverse resolution ∆r = 175 nm according to the sampling

equation. During the reconstruction process the sample thickness had to be increased to

6500 nm to cover the entire sample volume resulting in ∆r = 225 nm.

**The Py disc measurements contain for each projection the acquisition of all three polariza-

tion directions (C+, C-, Linear) to reveal the XMCD signal, which explains the larger total
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measurement time. The total number of projections was calculated based on an assumed

disc thickness of 250 nm. If the actual sample thickness of 150 nm is taken into account,

∆r is even smaller than 10 nm. More details about the XMCD analysis and normalization

procedure are given below.

***The values for ∆z and ∆r are calculated using equation (2) and the sampling equation

(3) in the manuscript.

Spatial Resolution of PVA-Microspheres

Figure S 4. Determination of the sphere wall thickness of sphere 1. Left: z-slice through
the center of sphere 1 in the xy-plane. The red line corresponds to the position of the cross
section plot. Right: Plot of the cross section shown by the red line. The two edges of the
sphere are labeled with 1 and 2 for orientation. The total wall thickness could be determined
to (525±25) nm on edge 1 and to (625±25) nm on edge 2.
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Figure S 5. Left: z-slice through the center of sphere 2 in the xy-plane. The red line
corresponds to the position of the cross section plot shown in Figure 6. The orange line
corresponds to the position of the cross section through four of the agglomerated magnetite
nanoparticles. The agglomerates are labeled consecutive from 1 to 4 for identification. Right:
Plot of the cross section through the nanoparticle agglomerates 1 to 4. Each peak was
fitted with a Gaussian distribution to determine the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)
between (76±25) nm and (162±25) nm. These values are giving an upper bound for the
achieved spatial resolution in the reconstruction.

Figure S 6. Plot of the cross section indicated by the red line through sphere 2 in Figure 5.
The two edges are labeled with 1 and 2 for orientation. The total wall thickness could be
determined to (500±25) nm on edge 1 and to (600±25) nm on edge 2. The determination
of the full pitch (f.p.) spatial resolution resulted in (80±25) nm for the left slope of edge 1
and (101±25) nm for the right slope of edge 2, respectively.
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Reconstruction BWS

Figure S 7. Overview of STXM images (single projections) shown for angles every 45◦. As
one can see by comparing the different orientations, the scale changes its shape while rotating.
In the 3D reconstruction it becomes clear that this is caused by different curvatures of the
entire scale (see also Figure S8). The scale bar is the same for all images.
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Figure S 8. Virtual slices through different planes of the 3D reconstruction of the butterfly
wing scale (BWS). (A) Slice through the xy-plane through the center of the BWS. Cross-ribs
(orange triangles) and ridges (yellow triangles) can clearly be distinguished. The orange and
blue dotted lines represent the positions of the shown slices through the xz-plane (B) and
the yz-plane (C). The slice through the xz-plane renders the view on the internal curvature
between the interconnected ridges, indicated by the black dashed lines, possible. The slice
through the yz-plane of the 3D reconstruction shows that the front part of the BWS is bend
upwards (indicated by upwards pointing arrow).

Figure S 9. 3D volume rendering of BWS. (A) Front and (B) side view of the BWS in
combination with cuts through xz-plane (A) and yz-plane (B). The positions of the cuts
correspond to the same virtual slices as shown in Figure 8. (C) Side view of the 3D volume
reconstruction, showing the upwards bend tip of the BWS in the yz-plane.
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Magnetic Laminography - XMCD images

For magnetic laminography, each projection angle is measured three times with linear, left

(C+) and right (C-) circularly polarized X-rays. XMCD projections, which represent quan-

titative projections of the magnetization, are calculated by subtracting the C+ projection

(P+) from the C- projection (P−) as follows:

XMCD = −ln(P−) + ln(P+)

The magnetic reconstruction requires that the projections represent a quantitative measure

of the angular dependence of the projection of the magnetization. Due to some uncertainty in

the intensity of the circular polarization images and to stray light incident on the detector,

artifacts in the reconstruction were visible. It was observed that, without a correction,

the calculated XMCD signal had an offset (in this case, by a positive value), leading to

inaccuracies in the reconstruction of the magnetization vector field. To address this, single

polarization images must first be normalized, using the linear polarized light projections as

a reference. The normalization is performed as follows:

P norm
(+−L) =

P+−L −D+−L

I+−L −D+−L

Where P+−L is the single polarization transmitted projection of the magnetic disc, I+−L is

the incident intensity of the X-rays, and D+−L is the intensity of the stray light incident on

the detector that does not pass through the sample itself. The normalization factor I+−L is

calculated from an “empty” region of the scan, while the factors of D+−L are determined,

in this case, by optimizing the XMCD signal so that it is symmetrically positive and neg-

ative, using the linear polarization images to isolate the magnetic signal. For this dataset,

D+=0.124I+, D−=0.1484I−, and D−=0.18I−.

The three-dimensional magnetization vector field is then reconstructed using the procedure
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described in C. Donnelly et al., ”Imaging three dimensional magnetization dynamics with

laminography”, under review, 2019, using an arbitrary-projection reconstruction algorithm

detailed in [https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1367-2630/aad35a/meta]. The recon-

struction code is made available at [https://zenodo.org/record/1319763].

Figure S 10. Left: Single projection of the Py disc acquired with left C+ circularly polarized
X-rays. Right: Processed XMCD image taken both helicities C+ and C- into account. The
scale bar is 500 nm for both images.

Micromagnetic Simulations

Micromagnetic simulations of the perpendicularly magnetized Py disc were performed with

the finite differences micromagnetic simulation suite MuMax3 [A. Vansteenkiste et al., AIP

Advances 4, 107133 (2014)]. The parameters for the saturation magnetization, perpendicular

magnetic anisotropy, and exchange constant were taken from the measurements performed

in S. Finizio et al., PRB 98, 104415 (2018). Those parameters lead to an exchange length of

about 5 nm. To reduce computation time, while still selecting a simulation grid below the

exchange length [M. J. Donahue, JAP 83, 6491 (1998)], a simulation grid of 4x4x4 nm3 voxel

size was selected. The state was initialized in the perpendicular magnetic configuration as

reported in S. Finizio et al., PRB 98, 104415 (2018), and in the main text of this manuscript.

Due to the absence of an anti-symmetric exchange interaction for this material the chiralities

of the Bloch walls at the center of the film are degenerate in energy [S. Finizio et al., PRB

98, 104415 (2018)]. Therefore, the chirality of the Bloch walls was initialized to resemble
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those that were observed in the measurements reported here.
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